
                          
 
 
 

MINUTES 
 

Forum Meeting 
Date: 04 April 2017 Time: 1900 Venue: VMR400 Training Room 

 
Attendance – As per signed register 
Minute Taker Glenn Norris 

New Members Drew Cruickshank ( Not Allocated as yet ), David Duic – Red Crew, Brandon Smith – White 
Crew 

Apologies from the floor Guy Coubrough, Tim Hutchison, Paul Butler, Martin Walsh, Annie Erichsen, Trevor Park 
 
 

 Presentations 
MAR Certificates – Various 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recruit 
 
Senior Crew 
 
Inshore Skipper 

Bob Jordan 
Alan Curtis 
Rob Fisher 
John Kaus 
David Wade 
Martin Lott 
Andrew Milne 
 
Andrew McPhee 
 
Andrew Milne 
 
Martin Lott 

MOMENTS IN HISTORY Greg Turner not available 
 

3.0 Previous Minutes 
3.1 The following email was received from Guy Coubrough, in his absence 

 
Matters Arising from March 2017 Forum 
 
Seaway Tower Friday night shift coverage by Crews. 
 
As quoted by Minute Taker in March Forum Minutes - 
 
Requested if anything had been done to source Radio Operators for the Friday night SWT 1800 – 2100 
shift. Believed this was only a temporary arrangement having crews do it, however, now has been 
going for a few months. Feels that the crew agenda is being disrupted by this and requested that 
clarification be given to the Duty Skippers concerned ASAP.  President to follow up. 
 
I have neither seen nor heard of any assistance being organised to alleviate the problem impinging upon 
Friday Night Crew coverage of the 1800 – 2100 Friday night Seaway Tower Radio Operator Roster. 
Over the last month I have seen many Radio Operators doing double shifts to cover rostered shifts. This is 
going to lead to Radio Operators getting burnt out and leaving the Organisation, and therefore leaving more 
holes in the Radio Operators shifts.  
Could the President explain what has been done to remedy this situation? 
Has a recruitment drive been organised for more Radio Operators? If not, why not? 
 
Regards 
Guy Coubrough – Duty Skipper – Black Crew 



 
3.0 Previous Minutes 

The President responded that nothing had yet been done and that further assistance was required 
by the crews to help with this matter. 
Much discussion arose between those present at the Meeting, both in the negative and the 
positive. 
The President closed the debate by stating that he is available to do this Shift if the crews were 
unable to source a candidate. 
 
MOVED THAT the minutes of the Forum meeting of 7March 2017 be accepted as a true and accurate 
record. 

 PROPOSED   Mark Raff         SECONDED  Rob Sinclair                                          MOTION CARRIED 
 
 

5.0 Crew Reports 
5.1 Green 

Jo Schon 
Had 2 crews this month,  
1st crew, 10 March, 11 in attendance. 
Started the evening with a 1st Aid exercise for the crew. Went well, with some good lessons 
learned. 
Had 3 jobs for the crew, nothing too major. Had to tow a 14M yacht from Hope Island further 
around into Hope Island due to it breaking down. Both other jobs were jump starts. 
Lots of training to fill in the rest of the day. 
2nd crew. 31 March, 12 in attendance. Welcomed new member Steve McCosker. Glenn Norris 
also filled in. 
Quite a busy day. Started with a tow from SYC to the Boatworks. Due to flooding previous day, 
conditions were terrible, currents were strong and water was filthy. On way back from 
Boatworks received a call re a yacht that needed re-location from the Hollywell canal to 
Runaway Bay canals. 
Had a houseboat at Paradise Point that had run aground and was reported to be taking on 
water. This proved incorrect. 
Needed 2 vessels to assist a wakeboarding vessel that had run aground in the Labrador 
channel. MR3 had to drive the towrope in as MR1 could not get enough deep water to assist. 
In the afternoon had a tow of a 5M vessel which had run out of fuel in the Aldershots. Was 
quite a difficult job in the windy conditions of the day. 
A good crew all round. 
 

5.2 White 
Dave Macdonald 

Had 2 crews this month. 
1st crew, 11 March, 11 in attendance. Rex Scott filled in. 
Lots of training on this crew. Early morning had a vessel requiring towing from offshore of the 
Hilton building back to the Seaway. 
Martin Lott’s Inshore Skipper assessment was carried out on this crew. Martin did well. 
Mid morning received a call of a floating barrel in the Marine Stadium. On arrival the barrel had 
the word ‘TOXIC’ written on side. As a precaution QFES were called and they made a very big 
scene of the situation, dressing up in safety suits and very carefully handling the drum. In the 
end the drum was found to be empty. 
Later in the day a yacht sank at Wavebreak Island and VMR were tasked to collect all the 
floating objects that came to the surface. 
Got busy in the afternoon with 3 jobs in succession, a jetski tow from the Seaway to the 
Stadium ramp, a tow of a bowrider from Currigee to the Broadwater Parklands boat ramp, and 
a jump start of a vessel at Wavebreak Island. 
Good crew. 
2nd crew 1 April, 10 in attendance. Very quiet due to the flooding 
Were activated to the Nerang River to retrieve an empty gas bottle that was seen floating. 
Would have been a very nasty situation if a vessel had collided with it. 
Had a small tow in the morning of a half cabin vessel, and in the afternoon towed a 9M yacht 
from in front of the base to the SYC travel lift. 
Later in the afternoon a yacht ran aground at Wavebreak Island, which was successfully 
ungrounded. 
Another good crew. 
 
 

5.3 Red 
Alan Curtis  

Only 1 crew this month, 24 March. 9 in attendance. Quite busy 
Had a call to assist a vessel in the evening at Wavebreak Island that had broken down. A man 
who was working on the boat had borrowed the vessel, unbeknown to the owner, and taken it 
for a run. Unfortunately it broke down and required towing. Caused a stir between the owner 
and worker when this was found out. The owner ended up making a donation to VMR. 
Had 2 other jobs, a grounded jetski in the Pimpama River and a jumpstart at Tipplers late in 
the afternoon. Very quiet but good crew. 

5.4 Yellow 
Peter Barker 

Only 1 crew this month, 25 March. 9 in attendance. Welcomed new member Brooke Coonrod. 
Merv Handley was Duty Skipper as Peter was in NZ 
Lots of training, a jump start in the evening and then very quiet until 3 jobs late in the 
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5.0 Crew Reports 

afternoon, a tow of a 6M vessel from offshore to Broadwater Parklands boat ramp, a tow from 
the Bedrooms to Gold Coast City Marina, and a tow from the North Arm of the Coomera river 
to the Runaway Bay canals. 
Good crew. 

5.5 Black  
Glenn Norris 

1 crew this month, 17 March, Coomera Boatshow weekend. 11 in attendance. Matthew Milgate 
filled in. 
Had a job late in the evening when a lady rang claiming to have had her vessel stolen and it 
was now on rocks at Couran Cove. MR3 attended and returned the vessel to its owner. 
Had 3 other small jobs, a tow from Carters Bank to the Grand boat ramp, a tow of a small 
vessel from the Nth Arm of Coomera River to Hope Harbour and a jump start at Wavebreak 
Island. 
Good crew, although a little quiet. 
 

5.6 Blue 
Steve Hipkiss 

1 crew this month, 18 March, 11 in attendance. Jeff Filip filled in.  
Only 1 job. Involved being called to assist to retrieve a tender which had been stolen by kids. 
Weather was mostly wet during day, so no jobs, plenty of classroom training. Dull and boring 
crew because of weather. 

5.7 Callouts 
Merv Handley  

Been an average month. 13 callouts for 22 jobs. Got quite busy last week with the 
flooding, several drifting / sinking vessels. 
No major activations otherwise. 

   

   
 

6.0 Management Reports Action/Outcome Officer 
6.1 TREASURER Presented a Financial Report for the last month. Still 

doing very well. The Profit and Loss balance has been 
lifted with the sale of the old MR2 engines. Fuel is still 
the greatest expense. Reminded members when taking 
an EFTPOS transaction over the phone or on the vessels 
to make sure it is put through the machine on return, not 
left in the Admin box unprocessed. This just creates 
work for others if not done on the spot. 
Keep up the great work. 

John Kaus 

6.2 SECRETARY Absent Diana Gibson 
6.3 VICE PRESIDENT Absent Martin Walsh 
6.4 SEARCH & RESCUE 

COORDINATOR 
Very buoyed to see people come and hang out at VMR last 
Thursday / Friday when the floods were on. Guy, Glenn, 
Jake, Chris H., Tim, Trevor B. Great effort. 
2368 Litres of fuel used for month. 61 jobs in total. 
Please take it easy on the water over Easter. 

Merv Handley 

6.5 RADIO OPERATORS 
CONTROLLER 

Absent Bev Weldon 

6.6 COMMUICATIONS 
CONTROLLER 

Absent John MacDonald 

6.7 OPERATIONS 
CONTROLLER 

Boats are all running well 
 
Marine Rescue 1 - Has a water leak into lifejacket 
compartment under drivers seat - Need more info - Not a 
drop of water since last Sunday, even through rain. Is it 
possible someone hosed it in there and water couldnt get 
out? 
  - Serviced a couple of weeks ago. All good 
  - Not getting a lot of use 
 
Marine Rescue 2 - Being serviced next week. 
  - Had engine starting and running rough problem last week. 
Starboard starting battery failed. Has now been replaced. All 
good. 
 - Now looks filthy after rain. Will clean when comes out of 
water for service. 
 
Marine Rescue 3 - No problems 

Glenn Norris 
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6.0 Management Reports Action/Outcome Officer 

 
Marine Rescue 4 - No problems 
 

- The inflatable lifejackets were serviced last week as 
per requirements for survey. 22 of them. 11 failed 
and were condemned. A sample was shown. 

These were all 7 years old, so safe to assume that is about 
the life span, given same problem with all of them. 
Sourcing new jackets to replace these at the moment. 
If you have these at home, please check yours. No good if 
they dont work. 

- Merv has replaced lots of equipment in kitchen, 
frypans etc. Please look after this equipment as it is 
expensive. Some of this has been mysteriously going 
missing. 

- Navy crew shirts. There appears to be a few getting around 
that have missed having Southport printed on back. Could 
you please check yours and return to me if this is the case. I 
will get fixed for you. 
- Sanctuary Cove Boatshow coming up last weekend in May. 
Duty Skippers have been advised of crew shifts. Given the 
success of the Coomera Boatshow a couple of weeks ago, 
Sanctuary Cove could be massive.                                           
Will keep everyone posted as it gets closer. 
- Coomera Boatshow - Thanks to those Radio Operators and 
crewies who helped out. Great effort and very successful, 
given ordinary weather. 
- New winch cables are on order. Please be careful with 
them. 
- Be careful with launching the boats. Ramp is covered deep 
in sand at moment. Hopefully when wind eases, it will get 
better. 
- Take it easy over Easter. Hopefully weather is better and it 
is busy. 
 

6.8 COMMITTEE 
MEMBER 1 

Absent Alan Coy 

6.9 COMMITTEE 
MEMBER 2 

Nothing to report Helen Stanfield 

6.10 PRESIDENT Advised that the fibre Internet connection was to be installed 
and made operational on Thursday. This will make Internet at 
VMR much faster and will also allow the Seaway Tower to 
have better email and Internet speed. 

Dave Macdonald  

6.11 UNIT TRAINING  
CO-ORDINATOR 

Thank you to those who participated and to those who 
helped with the Elements of Shipboard Safety Course on the 
weekend. Everyone passed. 
Could those up and coming members ensure they keep 
filling in their Taskbooks. If this is not done it could delay you 
moving to the next ranking. 
Ben Brackin asked if it was still ok to continue using the old 
Taskbooks. The answer is yes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ken Gibbs 

 
7.0 GENERAL BUSINESS ACTION BY 
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 Rex Scott   

Rex advised that the Jetski Recovery Jacket had been taken out of use, due to some 
modifications being needed. He will continue to work on this and advise when it can be used 
again. 
 
Chris Hargreaves 
Chris had an instance on Red crew recently where the Skipper of a vessel being towed 
appeared to be very intoxicated. Chris asked where VMR stood in this instance. Advise was 
simply to contact Water Police and advise them of the situation. 
 
Glenn Norris 
During this week SIMRAD, the marine navigation equipment Company are having a Dealer 
training seminar at VMR. In appreciation of what VMR do and in lieu of paying rental to use 
the facilities, SIMRAD donated a brand new 9” navigation/GPS unit to be installed on MR3. 
This unit is worth $3200. This was very well accepted by the meeting. This unit will be fitted 
by the weekend. 

: 
 
Everyone! 
 
 
 
Webmaster 
 
New  
Recruits 

 
8.0 Lucky Door Prize –Steve McCosker 
 

Meeting Closed       2010 hours Next Meeting 1900 hrs on  Tuesday 02/05/17 
Minutes Signed           
 
Next Forum Minutes Keeper is – Glenn Norris 
Next Forum BBQ – RED  CREW 
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MINUTES


		Forum Meeting



		Date:

		04 April 2017

		Time:

		1900

		Venue:

		VMR400 Training Room





		Attendance – As per signed register



		Minute Taker

		Glenn Norris



		New Members

		Drew Cruickshank ( Not Allocated as yet ), David Duic – Red Crew, Brandon Smith – White Crew



		Apologies from the floor

		Guy Coubrough, Tim Hutchison, Paul Butler, Martin Walsh, Annie Erichsen, Trevor Park





		

		Presentations



		MAR Certificates – Various

Recruit


Senior Crew


Inshore Skipper

		Bob Jordan

Alan Curtis


Rob Fisher


John Kaus


David Wade


Martin Lott


Andrew Milne


Andrew McPhee

Andrew Milne


Martin Lott



		MOMENTS IN HISTORY

		Greg Turner not available





		3.0

		Previous Minutes



		3.1

		The following email was received from Guy Coubrough, in his absence


Matters Arising from March 2017 Forum


Seaway Tower Friday night shift coverage by Crews.


As quoted by Minute Taker in March Forum Minutes -


Requested if anything had been done to source Radio Operators for the Friday night SWT 1800 – 2100 shift. Believed this was only a temporary arrangement having crews do it, however, now has been going for a few months. Feels that the crew agenda is being disrupted by this and requested that clarification be given to the Duty Skippers concerned ASAP.  President to follow up.


I have neither seen nor heard of any assistance being organised to alleviate the problem impinging upon Friday Night Crew coverage of the 1800 – 2100 Friday night Seaway Tower Radio Operator Roster.


Over the last month I have seen many Radio Operators doing double shifts to cover rostered shifts. This is going to lead to Radio Operators getting burnt out and leaving the Organisation, and therefore leaving more holes in the Radio Operators shifts. 


Could the President explain what has been done to remedy this situation?


Has a recruitment drive been organised for more Radio Operators? If not, why not?


Regards


Guy Coubrough – Duty Skipper – Black Crew


The President responded that nothing had yet been done and that further assistance was required by the crews to help with this matter.

Much discussion arose between those present at the Meeting, both in the negative and the positive.


The President closed the debate by stating that he is available to do this Shift if the crews were unable to source a candidate.


MOVED THAT the minutes of the Forum meeting of 7March 2017 be accepted as a true and accurate record.



		

		PROPOSED   Mark Raff         SECONDED  Rob Sinclair                                          MOTION CARRIED





		5.0

		Crew Reports



		5.1

		Green


Jo Schon

		Had 2 crews this month, 


1st crew, 10 March, 11 in attendance.

Started the evening with a 1st Aid exercise for the crew. Went well, with some good lessons learned.


Had 3 jobs for the crew, nothing too major. Had to tow a 14M yacht from Hope Island further around into Hope Island due to it breaking down. Both other jobs were jump starts.


Lots of training to fill in the rest of the day.


2nd crew. 31 March, 12 in attendance. Welcomed new member Steve McCosker. Glenn Norris also filled in.

Quite a busy day. Started with a tow from SYC to the Boatworks. Due to flooding previous day, conditions were terrible, currents were strong and water was filthy. On way back from Boatworks received a call re a yacht that needed re-location from the Hollywell canal to Runaway Bay canals.


Had a houseboat at Paradise Point that had run aground and was reported to be taking on water. This proved incorrect.


Needed 2 vessels to assist a wakeboarding vessel that had run aground in the Labrador channel. MR3 had to drive the towrope in as MR1 could not get enough deep water to assist.


In the afternoon had a tow of a 5M vessel which had run out of fuel in the Aldershots. Was quite a difficult job in the windy conditions of the day.


A good crew all round.






		5.2

		White


Dave Macdonald

		Had 2 crews this month.

1st crew, 11 March, 11 in attendance. Rex Scott filled in.


Lots of training on this crew. Early morning had a vessel requiring towing from offshore of the Hilton building back to the Seaway.


Martin Lott’s Inshore Skipper assessment was carried out on this crew. Martin did well.


Mid morning received a call of a floating barrel in the Marine Stadium. On arrival the barrel had the word ‘TOXIC’ written on side. As a precaution QFES were called and they made a very big scene of the situation, dressing up in safety suits and very carefully handling the drum. In the end the drum was found to be empty.

Later in the day a yacht sank at Wavebreak Island and VMR were tasked to collect all the floating objects that came to the surface.


Got busy in the afternoon with 3 jobs in succession, a jetski tow from the Seaway to the Stadium ramp, a tow of a bowrider from Currigee to the Broadwater Parklands boat ramp, and a jump start of a vessel at Wavebreak Island.


Good crew.


2nd crew 1 April, 10 in attendance. Very quiet due to the flooding


Were activated to the Nerang River to retrieve an empty gas bottle that was seen floating. Would have been a very nasty situation if a vessel had collided with it.


Had a small tow in the morning of a half cabin vessel, and in the afternoon towed a 9M yacht from in front of the base to the SYC travel lift.

Later in the afternoon a yacht ran aground at Wavebreak Island, which was successfully ungrounded.


Another good crew.






		5.3

		Red


Alan Curtis 

		Only 1 crew this month, 24 March. 9 in attendance. Quite busy


Had a call to assist a vessel in the evening at Wavebreak Island that had broken down. A man who was working on the boat had borrowed the vessel, unbeknown to the owner, and taken it for a run. Unfortunately it broke down and required towing. Caused a stir between the owner and worker when this was found out. The owner ended up making a donation to VMR.


Had 2 other jobs, a grounded jetski in the Pimpama River and a jumpstart at Tipplers late in the afternoon. Very quiet but good crew.



		5.4

		Yellow


Peter Barker

		Only 1 crew this month, 25 March. 9 in attendance. Welcomed new member Brooke Coonrod.

Merv Handley was Duty Skipper as Peter was in NZ


Lots of training, a jump start in the evening and then very quiet until 3 jobs late in the afternoon, a tow of a 6M vessel from offshore to Broadwater Parklands boat ramp, a tow from the Bedrooms to Gold Coast City Marina, and a tow from the North Arm of the Coomera river to the Runaway Bay canals.


Good crew.



		5.5

		Black 

Glenn Norris

		1 crew this month, 17 March, Coomera Boatshow weekend. 11 in attendance. Matthew Milgate filled in.

Had a job late in the evening when a lady rang claiming to have had her vessel stolen and it was now on rocks at Couran Cove. MR3 attended and returned the vessel to its owner.


Had 3 other small jobs, a tow from Carters Bank to the Grand boat ramp, a tow of a small vessel from the Nth Arm of Coomera River to Hope Harbour and a jump start at Wavebreak Island.

Good crew, although a little quiet.






		5.6

		Blue

Steve Hipkiss

		1 crew this month, 18 March, 11 in attendance. Jeff Filip filled in. 

Only 1 job. Involved being called to assist to retrieve a tender which had been stolen by kids.


Weather was mostly wet during day, so no jobs, plenty of classroom training. Dull and boring crew because of weather.



		5.7

		Callouts

Merv Handley


		Been an average month. 13 callouts for 22 jobs. Got quite busy last week with the flooding, several drifting / sinking vessels.


No major activations otherwise.



		

		

		



		

		

		





		6.0

		Management Reports

		Action/Outcome

		Officer



		6.1

		TREASURER

		Presented a Financial Report for the last month. Still doing very well. The Profit and Loss balance has been lifted with the sale of the old MR2 engines. Fuel is still the greatest expense. Reminded members when taking an EFTPOS transaction over the phone or on the vessels to make sure it is put through the machine on return, not left in the Admin box unprocessed. This just creates work for others if not done on the spot.

Keep up the great work.

		John Kaus



		6.2

		SECRETARY

		Absent

		Diana Gibson



		6.3

		VICE PRESIDENT

		Absent

		Martin Walsh



		6.4

		SEARCH & RESCUE COORDINATOR

		Very buoyed to see people come and hang out at VMR last Thursday / Friday when the floods were on. Guy, Glenn, Jake, Chris H., Tim, Trevor B. Great effort.


2368 Litres of fuel used for month. 61 jobs in total.


Please take it easy on the water over Easter.

		Merv Handley



		6.5

		RADIO OPERATORS CONTROLLER

		Absent

		Bev Weldon



		6.6

		COMMUICATIONS CONTROLLER

		Absent

		John MacDonald



		6.7

		OPERATIONS CONTROLLER

		Boats are all running well


Marine Rescue 1 - Has a water leak into lifejacket compartment under drivers seat - Need more info - Not a drop of water since last Sunday, even through rain. Is it possible someone hosed it in there and water couldnt get out?


  - Serviced a couple of weeks ago. All good


  - Not getting a lot of use


Marine Rescue 2 - Being serviced next week.


  - Had engine starting and running rough problem last week. Starboard starting battery failed. Has now been replaced. All good.

 - Now looks filthy after rain. Will clean when comes out of water for service.


Marine Rescue 3 - No problems


Marine Rescue 4 - No problems


· The inflatable lifejackets were serviced last week as per requirements for survey. 22 of them. 11 failed and were condemned. A sample was shown.

These were all 7 years old, so safe to assume that is about the life span, given same problem with all of them.


Sourcing new jackets to replace these at the moment.


If you have these at home, please check yours. No good if they dont work.


· Merv has replaced lots of equipment in kitchen, frypans etc. Please look after this equipment as it is expensive. Some of this has been mysteriously going missing.


- Navy crew shirts. There appears to be a few getting around that have missed having Southport printed on back. Could you please check yours and return to me if this is the case. I will get fixed for you.

- Sanctuary Cove Boatshow coming up last weekend in May. Duty Skippers have been advised of crew shifts. Given the success of the Coomera Boatshow a couple of weeks ago, Sanctuary Cove could be massive.                                           Will keep everyone posted as it gets closer.


- Coomera Boatshow - Thanks to those Radio Operators and crewies who helped out. Great effort and very successful, given ordinary weather.


- New winch cables are on order. Please be careful with them.

- Be careful with launching the boats. Ramp is covered deep in sand at moment. Hopefully when wind eases, it will get better.


- Take it easy over Easter. Hopefully weather is better and it is busy.




		Glenn Norris



		6.8

		COMMITTEE MEMBER 1

		Absent

		Alan Coy



		6.9

		COMMITTEE MEMBER 2

		Nothing to report

		Helen Stanfield



		6.10

		PRESIDENT

		Advised that the fibre Internet connection was to be installed and made operational on Thursday. This will make Internet at VMR much faster and will also allow the Seaway Tower to have better email and Internet speed.

		Dave Macdonald 



		6.11

		UNIT TRAINING 

CO-ORDINATOR

		Thank you to those who participated and to those who helped with the Elements of Shipboard Safety Course on the weekend. Everyone passed.

Could those up and coming members ensure they keep filling in their Taskbooks. If this is not done it could delay you moving to the next ranking.


Ben Brackin asked if it was still ok to continue using the old Taskbooks. The answer is yes.




		Ken Gibbs





		7.0

		GENERAL BUSINESS

		ACTION BY



		

		Rex Scott  


Rex advised that the Jetski Recovery Jacket had been taken out of use, due to some modifications being needed. He will continue to work on this and advise when it can be used again.

Chris Hargreaves

Chris had an instance on Red crew recently where the Skipper of a vessel being towed appeared to be very intoxicated. Chris asked where VMR stood in this instance. Advise was simply to contact Water Police and advise them of the situation.


Glenn Norris


During this week SIMRAD, the marine navigation equipment Company are having a Dealer training seminar at VMR. In appreciation of what VMR do and in lieu of paying rental to use the facilities, SIMRAD donated a brand new 9” navigation/GPS unit to be installed on MR3. This unit is worth $3200. This was very well accepted by the meeting. This unit will be fitted by the weekend.

		:


Everyone!


Webmaster


New 


Recruits





		8.0

		Lucky Door Prize –Steve McCosker





		Meeting Closed       2010 hours

		Next Meeting 1900 hrs on  Tuesday 02/05/17



		Minutes Signed          





		Next Forum Minutes Keeper is – Glenn Norris

Next Forum BBQ – RED  CREW
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